




Studies on the Effect of Heat Treatments on the Properties of Amilan. (四)
On the Dry Heat Treatments. 
Ishio TSU]IMOTO， Nobuo MOTO]I， Noriyuki NOMURA 
For the purpose of elucidating the processing techniques on the heat甘eatmentsof Amilan. 
by comparing the dry heatむeatmentsunder tension of the samples with no tension， the 
authors subjected drawn samples of Amilan to dry heat treatments. 
( 1) Notwithstanding the fact出atthe fibrous anisotropic character in the treatments 
under tension was larger than those under tension， the inαease in breaking strength and 
deぽ'ea田 inbreaking elongation were not so large as expected， i.e. showed no remarkable 
changes. 
Speaking of the dynamic characters on the fiber itself， the former was smal1er than the 
latter and this was thought to be brought on the useful effects. 
く2') When the thermal shrinkage was obstructed， the spontaneous secondary elongation 
was thought to occur. 
( 3 ') The relationship betw田 ntensile s甘enghtand index of double refraction that depend 
upon the甘eatingtemp町atureswere found nearly parallel， but notwithstanding the 
inferiority of breaking strength in high temperature ranges， the degree of double refraction 
was not so variable or was pointed out the in口ease.
( 4 ) The shrinkages of treatments und町 tensionwere smaller than those under no 
tension， the authors found the following equation among the shrinkage. degree of tension 
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(註) 緊張処理時の値は原長に対してプロットしたもので第2表の5{1直
より小さくかえって伸長を来たして 叫(収縮率〕に相当する。
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に異方性の変化傾向は窺われる o 先にミセル配列度と定義した nYLS・/ny()山と熱収縮率とより導入
した関係式
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2.18 1 0.22 
1.86 1 -0.09 
2.1510.19 













































1. 007 1 5. 14 1 -0.54 
1.007 1 5.34 1 -0.33 
1. 006 1 4. 53 1ー 1.19
1.006 1 2.66 i -3. 17 
1.00711 1.961-3.91 
1.007 1 0.571-5.38 
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